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Participants who wish to obtain CPD Points are reminded that they must
comply strictly with the Attendance Policy set out in the CPD Guidelines.
For this activity, this includes logging in at the start of the webinar and
logging out at the conclusion of the webinar in the manner required by the
organiser, and not being away from the entire activity for more than 15
minutes. Participants who do not comply with the Attendance Policy will
not be able to obtain CPD Points for attending the activity. Please refer to
http://www.sileCPDcentre.sg for more information.

Professor Gerard McMeel KC is Professor of
Commerical Law at the University of Reading. He has
held Chairs at three leading UK universities and
lectures and supervises in contract law, commercial
law, unjust enrichment and banking and financial
services law. He has held visiting positions at Duke
University, Tel-Aviv University, the University of South
Carolina, Hong Kong University and Singapore
Management University. Gerard has expertise in
commercial fraud, and a particular interest in unjust
enrichment and restitution. His financial services
practice includes: investor claims; commercial
disputes involving financial firms and intermediaries;
collective investment schemes; judicial review of the
statutory bodies; and authorisation, regulatory and
disciplinary matters under the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000. Most famously, he was counsel for
former professional footballer and TV pundit, Alan
Shearer in his multi-million pound claim against
investment and pension companies in a trial in July
2017 before Mr Justice Leggatt in the Commercial
Court, which settled before judgment. Gerard also acts
as an expert witness on English law issues in overseas
jurisdiction.

ABOUT THE CENTRE FOR BANKING & FINANCE LAW
 
The Centre for Banking & Finance Law (CBFL) at the Faculty of Law, National University of Singapore, seeks to generate scholarship and promote thinking about
the vibrancy, robustness and soundness of the banking sector, capital markets and other financial services. Through the research our scholars undertake and
the events we organise, we seek to create and share knowledge, to engage stakeholders in an exchange of ideas, and to enhance the appreciation of legal and
regulatory issues. We aim to bring greater theoretical and analytical clarity to these issues, to examine their policy impact, and to be a catalyst for ideas on how
to improve banking and financial systems at the national, regional and global levels. Visit our website at https://law.nus.edu.sg/cbfl/. 

CBFL SEMINAR SERIES

CONTRACTUAL INTERPRETATION, DISPUTE RESOLUTION CLAUSES AND 
RESTRICTION OF VARIATION CLAUSES
Professor Gerard McMeel KC
Professor of Law, University of Reading, UK

Wednesday, 26 October 2022  |  4.00PM TO 5.45PM (SGT)    
                                                                                     via Zoom

ABOUT THE SEMINAR
The governing principles for the construction of contracts have become more settled in
recent years throughout the common law world. The need to balance textual considerations
with relevant background and commercial common sense is widely accepted. This seminar
starts with a reminder of the applicable principles and policies for contractual interpretation.
In the last decade there has been a noticeable shift in both decided cases and academic
commentary, with the focus increasingly on the interpretation and efficacy of particular
contractual provisions. The remainder of this seminar addresses two highly important
species of standard contractual provision, often described as “boilerplate”. First, dispute
resolution clauses, embracing jurisdiction clauses, choice of governing law clauses,
arbitration clauses and other provisions requiring the parties to engage in ADR. In this
context it can be said that a distinctive policy-based or purposive approach to construction
is now dominant, with courts endeavouring to give full effect to clauses, even where the
drafting is deficient, and textual analysis is subsidiary. Secondly, restriction of variation or
waiver (“no oral modification”) clauses which seek to insulate written deals from informal
changes. Contrasting views have been offered in England and Singapore on the efficacy of
such provisions, and again it appears that policy factors may trump linguistic considerations
in respect of these terms. This seminar addresses this shift in contractual construction
cases and scholarship from the general to the particular.

For enquiries, email cbfl@nus.edu.sg

PROGRAMME
3.50pm - Registration
4.00pm - Start of Seminar: Part I
4.45pm - Break
5.00pm - Start of Seminar: Part II
5.45pm - End of Seminar

WHO SHOULD ATTEND 
Lawyers, financial services providers, academics, policy makers, and students
 
REGISTRATION
Register at: https://tinyurl.com/CBFL20221026
or scan the QR code

Registration Fee: S$120.38 (with 7% GST)
Complimentary for full-time NUS academic staff 
and students

Closing date: 19 October 2022

https://ddec1-0-en-ctp.trendmicro.com/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.sileCPDcentre.sg&umid=098cb35d-66ae-41e6-91ff-8f60a6d808fd&auth=8d3ccd473d52f326e51c0f75cb32c9541898e5d5-be56877d679da6a264b245f26b03402061e180c2
https://tinyurl.com/CBFL20221026

